
Quantum compu�ng and risks to
cybersecurity are gaining notoriety.

Quantum is becoming a prominent issue as more and
more people outside of the quantum technology field
are becoming aware of the concerns associated with a
post-quantum reality as it pertains to crippling today’s
cybersecurity, said Michele Mosca, Ins�tute for Quan-
tum Compu�ng while summarizing the 3 day confer-
ence that occurred at Amazon Web Services HQ in
Sea�le.

Donna Dodson from NIST highlighted the need for busi-
ness managers need to start working on plans to mi-
grate to PQC algorithms very soon and this migra�on
needed to be presented as a business impera�ve and
not just as a cryptographic and security requirement.

Jay Baloo from KPN (Dutch Telco Provider) explained
that China currently spends an equivalent of €10B a
year on Quantum research whereas Europe will spend
€1B over the next 10 years and it is a serious concern
that quantum computers could break our exis�ng
crypto systems.

And while many companies struggle to determine when
quantum compu�ng will emerge, Michele Mosca
pointed to a new report has been published by the
Global Risk Ins�tute h�ps://globalriskins�tute.org/
publica�ons/quantum-threat-�meline/ “Quantum
Threat Timeline” that surveyed 22 quantum compu�ng
experts and reported on their predic�ons of �me to
break cryptography. Michele Mosca predicts there is a
1 in 5 chance in 10 years that today’s public key cryptog-
raphy could be broken.

But before companies worry about implemen�ng post
quantum cryptography, IBM highlighted the need to
first define a basic strategy for managing their crypto-
graphic assets/processes. Michele Mosca explained
that 90% of the transi�on effort lies in the planning, and
companies need to start sooner rather than later,
adap�ng their approaches as capabili�es and �melines
begin to coalesce into something more definite in terms
of when the quantum threat will become a reality.

The workshop wrapped up with a set of ac�ons for
a�endees that included feedback to NIST on real-world,
business-centric PQC requirements, and engagement
with regulators to determine the role they could play in
preparing their respec�ve industries for quantum cy-
bersecurity threats.

Quantum cybersecurity standards
progressing well, but have a long way
to go.

Global standards have made a lot of progress this past
year, par�cipants from various governments on a panel
that included Michael Groves from the Na�onal Cyber
Security Centre (NCSC) in the UK, Lily Chen from NIST,
Manfred Lochter from the German BSI and Bridget

Walshe from the Canadian Centre for Cybersecurity,
indicated that it was unlikely changes to standards or
protocol designs will be mandated, but instead would
be encouraged to move as quickly as possible by
incuba�ng early research ac�vi�es through
sponsorship.

Both Cloudflare and IBM highlighted the importance of
key agreement to widely used security protocols such
as SSH and TLS, and there was also a need to upgrade
digital signatures with a number of standardiza�on
efforts noted that were underway. Most important is to
upgrade secure so�ware updates in the near term, so
that future upgrades can be reliably pushed out to end-
points and devices.

Dus�n Moody from NIST gave an update on the post
quantum selec�on process, it will be entering it’s 3rd

round selec�on stage in June 2020 and is expected to
last 12-18 months. NIST is also planning to release an
HBS-focused SP800 document by the end of 2020. Mar-
�n Ward of ETSI gave updates on the ISG for QKD which
is con�nuing standardiza�on efforts throughout 2020.
Ma�hieu Legre of the ITU updated that work is being
done on QKD, QRNGs within their SG13 and SG17
groups. Lily Chen from NIST who par�cipates in ISO
men�oned that ISO is trying to standardize Quantum-
resistant cryptography via WG2 and their Standing Doc-
ument 8 ini�a�ve.

Cryptanalysis of Post Quantum
Cryptography is an important
ingredient to security.

Quantum cryptanalysis is con�nuing to evolve and ma-
ture as it becomes more of a discipline. The hope is that
this will lead to more groups/individuals becoming in-
volved in the field, which should help to con�nue push-
ing the boundaries and improving the techniques and
results.

Tradi�onal mathema�cal analysis on algorithms con�n-
ues to be needed, but new quantum analysis methods
are emerging where techniques are being researched to
apply new quantum algorithms to new classes of cryp-
tography. In addi�on, Vlad Gheorghiu of IQC summa-
rized a number of op�miza�ons that are underway to
reduce the number of qubits needed to apply exis�ng
quantum algorithms like Shor’s method to break RSA
and ECC, that reduce quantum compu�ng require-
ments to break today’s public key cryptography.

Efficiencies in PQC are also being ac�vely researched in-
cluding energy-/computa�onal-efficiency of the various
NIST round 2 PQC candidates on IoT style processors
such as the Cortex-M4 pla�orm and FPGAs. Experimen-
ta�on in the embedded processor realm has resulted in
improvements to a further understanding of poten�al
side-channel security risks of running PQC on various
hardware pla�orms, since some algorithms can be
iden�fied based solely on their dis�nc�ve power con-

sump�on signatures, indica�ng that these algorithms
will likely be subject to tradi�onal side-channel a�acks
that are one of the primary concerns of smart-cards and
HSM vendors.

Transi�oning to post-quantum, hybrid
is the prevailing approach.

Hybrid approaches appear to be the prevailing choice
when it comes to the best way to deal with the transi-
�on from classic to post-quantum methods. This sen�-
ment was echoed by a number of companies doing real-
world experiments, as well as the standardiza�on bod-
ies (e.g., NIST, BSI, etc.). Technology vendors warned
that once these hybrid schemes are adopted as a
method of transi�on, they might not go away once the
transi�on is complete, resul�ng in future vulnerabili�es
where systems s�ll accept weak cryptographic meth-
ods, long a�er the transi�on period when quantum
compu�ng has arrived. Regardless, Bob Blakely from
CITI Group explained that companies s�ll need to start
a transi�on plan now, given that past technology transi-
�ons such as Y2K as well as cryptographic migra�ons
have taken upwards of 10 years of planning.

An industry panel of companies including Amazon Web
Services, Microso�, IBM and Cloudflare that have been
experimen�ng with TLS have been pleasantly surprised
that the protocol is able to handle new PQC algorithms
without many failures and a number of hybrid cer�fi-
cate techniques are available to support unsafe and
quantum-safe protocol variants at the same �me to
ease a period of transi�on.

Ken Beer from Amazon Web Services announced the
availability hybrid key agreement as part of the AWS
Key Management Service APIs and is solici�ng feedback
on �ming and message sizes in real-world customer en-
vironments running on AWS.

With having already been through the need migrate
cryptographic algorithms in the past, ques�ons have
been posed as to why cryptographic agility has not been
considered before. Bob Blakely from CITI reminded
a�endees that in the late nine�es, “crypto agility” was
considered “crypto with a hole” and therefore not ex-
portable. For this transi�on to post-quantum, the in-
dustry needs to assume that there will be more
transi�ons in the future, and ensure that new regula-
�ons foster and encourage future secure cryptographic
transi�ons.

2020 Workshop
There will many new developments to report in autumn
2020. Planning for the 2020 event is taking into account
the global impact of COVID-19. Further details will be
available at etsi.org.
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